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Abstract: Due to serious challenges in the healthcare sector, high expectations are placed on the use of
assistive robotics. However, only a few systems are currently commercially available. Key challenges
in the automation of care activities concern the identification and robust mediation of medical and
nursing standards as well as the distribution of agency between caregivers, robots, and patients.
With regard to successful mediation of this relational framework, this research aims to identify
(1) prerequisites for the implementation and use of robots, (2) potential areas of application as well as
ethical considerations, and, finally, (3) requirements for the design of human–robot interactions (HRI)
within inpatient elderly care settings. Using a qualitative research approach with semi-structured
interviews, a total of 19 health professionals were interviewed in two constitutive studies. The results
illustrate that robotic assistance is expected to provide potential relief in various application areas. At
the same time, there was a great need for measures that support professionals in their responsibility
for the care process and consider the professional values of care in the interpersonal relationship. To
ensure high acceptance and use of robotics in care, its capabilities, role models, and agency must be
increasingly aligned to professional standards and values.

Keywords: care robots; human–robot interaction; user-centered approach; caregiver; qualitative
research

1. Introduction

Evidence from the COVID-19 pandemic clearly demonstrated the central importance
of the care sector in the provision of healthcare. At the same time, problems within this
sector became apparent, too; some of which have existed for decades. Most of these
problems can be traced back to the pressing shortage of labor. Although there has been
an increase in employment in recent years, the global shortage of health professionals
now stands at 5.9 million [1]. Moreover, due to the aging of the profession, an additional
4.7 million (17%) nurses are expected to retire over the next 10 years. In total, the global
shortage of health professionals is, therefore, expected to reach 10.6 million by 2030 [2].

Equally important as the demographic effects in connection with the predicted short-
age of skilled workers are the working conditions, which have a significant influence on
the recruitment of young professionals as well as turnover in this occupational field. These
working conditions include an accumulation of different working strains caused by the
understaffing in care facilities, the increasing delegation of medical tasks, the increased
guidance and supervision of service and assistance staff, as well as a considerable bureau-
cratic documentation burden [3]. As a result of the associated high psychological and
physical burden, caregivers are exposed to an increased health risk for the occurrence of
musculoskeletal disorders, cardiovascular diseases, sleep disorders, and other psychologi-
cal disorders (e.g., burnout) [4,5]. In addition, atypical working hours have a significant
impact on working life [5]. According to a representative survey for the DGB-Index Gute
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Arbeit [6], 78% of the health professionals surveyed assume that they will be unable to
maintain their occupation until retirement.

Despite various attempts to improve working conditions in the care sector as part
of political reforms and recruitment campaigns, the use of technical assistance systems
is becoming increasingly important. There are great expectations for the use of robotic
assistance systems in care, which are intended to relieve staff of physically and mentally
demanding routine tasks and to support and promote the independence of patients.

1.1. Robotics in Healthcare and Caregivers’ Perspective

Research and development on robotic assistance in healthcare dates back to the
1980s [7]. As a result of the various efforts, a large number of different systems have
been developed today for a wide variety of applications. Robotic systems are currently
used primarily in the context of hospitals. Higher occupancy rates as well as architectural
requirements to create the necessary operating environments form the essential basis for
efficient and economical use [8–10]. Areas of application include surgery, logistics, therapy,
and telemedicine [10,11].

With regard to the care sector, it must be noted that the use of robotics is primarily
investigated within the context of research and development projects. In sum, most of
these systems, however, are still at the prototype and development stage, while only
a few are already commercially available [12,13]. Potential areas of application with
regard to the target group of healthcare professionals concern patient mobilization and
hygiene (e.g., RIBA, Elevon, Roboticbed, RobotBathtub); feeding assistance (e.g., My
Spoon, obi, bestic); cleaning and disinfection (e.g., UVD Robot); material and medication
management (e.g., SeRoDi, Moxi, Lio); remote monitoring and emergency detection (e.g.,
Double, Beam); liquid delivery, reminder, and monitoring (e.g., Care-O-bot); or cognitive,
emotional, and physical therapy services as well as socialization and entertainment (e.g.,
Zora, Pepper, Paro).

Studies on the potential effects of robot use on the work environment and job satisfac-
tion have already identified both positive and negative effects [14]. Positive effects of robot
use are specifically identified in reducing physical demands of heavy lifting activities [15],
providing cognitive and social support to people with dementia, or reducing workload by
monitoring vital signs, alerting in case of emergency, reminding patients of medications and
appointments, navigating and escorting individuals, and counseling patients and family
members to promote self-management skills [16]. In contrast, negative effects exist primar-
ily when the use of the robot results in additional work for the healthcare professionals.
Such a burden exists when the setup of the robot requires a substantial amount of time and
effort, when the use of the robot must be monitored, or when the human–robot interaction
(HRI) with the care recipients must be mediated [17,18]. In addition, effects related to
professional values as specific standards for action in care and nursing are also addressed.
These relate, for example, to ethical dimensions such as integrity (patient safety), dignity,
autonomy, caring, and distributive justice [14,19–21]. In this respect, there are indications
that reservations about the use of robots exist, in particular, for activities that require direct
(physical) contact with the care recipient, necessitate a high duty of care for patient safety, or
serve to satisfy elementary emotional needs [16,22]. Further effects of the use of robots also
relate to the reconfiguration of the interpersonal relationship between caregiver and care
recipient [15,22] as well as the associated effects on work identity [14,23] or employment
opportunities [16,24].

The perceived usefulness as well as the acceptance of robots thus depend on multiple
factors. In addition, age, education, gender, cultural background, the institutional setting
(e.g., nursing home or residence), the occupational group (nursing assistant, nurse, or
management), and the perspective of colleagues play prominent roles [24,25]. Moreover,
technical and functional factors such as appearance, size, adaptability, safety, accessibility,
usability, and practical utility also play important roles. Finally, several studies suggest that
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knowledge about and experience with robots has a significant impact on evaluation and
acceptance [26,27].

In sum, we can state that the application of robotics in care is not merely a techni-
cal mediation of care work but can fundamentally change the relationship of healthcare
professionals to the care recipient, to their work environment, and to their work identity.
In this context, several approaches have already been developed to conceptualize this
reconfiguration of care work through the use of robotics both from a normative perspective
of professional values and ethical considerations as well as from the relationship of robot
performance to the requirements of care intervention goals [12,14,28]. In this respect, these
approaches provide an opportunity to consider the type and role of robotic activities, the
required robotic capabilities, and the impact of robotic use towards the goals and normative
standards of the care activity early in the development process. Although these approaches
constitute an important prerequisite for a generic development of robots in the field of
health, it remains an open question how the distribution of actions and responsibilities
should be organized within the care intervention and which requirements arise from this
for the design of the HRI in the relationship between caregiver, robot, and the care recipient.

The present study addresses these research gaps and, therefore, aims at identifying
not only generic implementation requirements and potential tasks for robot use, but also
at addressing the concrete interaction requirements between humans and robots in the
relationship of caregiver, robot, and care receiver.

1.2. Objectives

This article summarizes the results of a requirements analysis with healthcare pro-
fessionals. In two consecutive studies, the basic requirements for the use of robots in
the inpatient care context were examined. The studies aimed at (1) the identification of
prerequisites for robotic implementation and the use in inpatient care settings as well as
(2) potential application areas for robotics in general and ethical considerations (study I).
Moreover, we aimed to identify (3) basic requirements for HRI and to concretize those in
exemplified interaction sequences (study I and study II). These aims and the according
approach are summarized in Figure 1. In the following, the methodological design as well
as the central results for the two studies are presented and discussed.
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Figure 1. General procedure, aims, methods, and outcome of analyses of the two consecutive studies.

2. Materials and Methods

Both studies were designed as online studies in order to minimize face-to-face contact
in view of the COVID-19 pandemic and to be able to respond flexibly to the time resources
of the participants. Both studies used a qualitative approach by means of semi-structured
interviews (interview guidelines are provided as Supplementary Materials).
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2.1. Recruitment

For a detailed investigation of the presented objectives, we selected a study sample that
included healthcare professionals with and without robotics experience. The recruitment
of healthcare professional without robot experience was based on existing contacts with
long-term care facilities of the Geriatrics Research Group of Charité Universitätsmedizin
Berlin and the Institute of Psychology of Humboldt–Universität zu Berlin. In addition, to
identify study participants with robot experience, an internet search was conducted as a
first step. On the one hand, the focus was on the websites of nursing home providers who
reported the use of a robot in their facility. On the other hand, online articles from municipal
newspapers that reported on the use of robotics in a nursing home were used. In a second
step, we contacted the identified facilities, presented the research project to the facility
management, and asked to forward the study information to the healthcare professionals
responsible for the use of the robot in the facility. Study participants were recruited from a
total of eight nursing homes. Table 1 provides an overview of the distribution of recruited
study participants according to the characteristic of prior experience with robots.

Table 1. Number of participants without and with robotic experience.

Study Nursing Home
Robotic Experience

Without With

I

A 7 -
B - 2
C - 2
D - 3
E - 1
F 1 -

D - 1

II G 1 -
H 1 -

2.2. Participants

For the first study, the inclusion criteria of participants were as follows: (1) healthy
adults aged 18 years or older, (2) employment as a health professional (including registered
nurses, nursing assistants, physiotherapist and occupational therapists, social workers,
and managers), and (3) half of the participants should have previous experience with
robotics. A total of 16 participants were included in the study (12 care workers, 2 social
workers, 1 therapist, and 1 manager). Due to their respective health care professions, all
participants had experience in long-term care for elderly and dependent people with a
wide range of health conditions requiring inpatient care. The mean age of the participants
was 46.4 years (SD = 14.7 years; min = 21 years; max = 70 years). Most participants were
women (n = 12). The average work experience, including time in education, was 19.8 years
(SD = 14.4 years; min = 1 year; max = 42 years). An equal distribution of participants
with and without robotics experience could be realized (n = 8 each). Seven persons with
robotics experience indicated experience with the socially interactive robot Pepper from
SoftBanks. One person reported experience with the telepresence robot James from the
company RobShare. All participants with robotics experience in their own facility reported
that the robotic systems were primarily used by social workers and therapists. Main fields
of application were memory training, physical activation, entertainment, or telepresence
communication between residents and their relatives.

For the second study, we recruited three participants for an in-depth interview. This
interview aimed at further refining the sequence analyses of HRI that were deduced from
study I. Participants were recruited based on two conditions: (1) healthy adults aged
18 years or older, (2) employment as a health professional (see inclusion criteria of the first
study). We originally aimed for a larger sample size (n = 5; oriented on usability studies to
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identify gaps in existing systems or, in our case, sequence analyses.). However, recruitment
was limited due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Original and actual sample size are very small,
which is, however, considered sufficient as they are used for exploratory in-depth analyses.
All participants were female with a mean age of 35.3 years (SD = 6.4 years; min = 28 years;
max = 39 years). One participant was working as a care worker; the other two were
employed as managers in care facilities with backgrounds as professional caregivers. One
of the three participants had already gained robotic experience through her workplace
(Pepper robot).

2.3. Procedure

The data collection and evaluation procedure were carried out consecutively. A
temporal outline of the study procedure is presented in Figure 2. First, study I was
conducted. Based on the results of study I, study II was conducted. The results from study
I and II were used in combination for the creation and refinement of specific sequence
models for HRI. The entire data collection ran from July 2020 to May 2021.
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For study I, participants were first contacted by telephone and informed about the
purpose and procedure of the study. After formal consent, participants received a link
with access to an online questionnaire (visit 1). Completing the questionnaire took about
15–20 min. Subsequently, appointments were made for the qualitative interviews (visit
2), which were conducted as online interviews due to contact restrictions related to the
COVID-19 pandemic. The video conferencing service DFNconf of the German Research
Network was used to realize the online interviews. The interviews were recorded, and the
audio file was saved.

In visit 1, participants were asked about socio-demographic data (age, gender) as well
as their professional title and duration of employment by means of an online questionnaire.
In addition, participants were asked about their burden of care using three questions about
emotional, cognitive, and physical stress.

In visit 2, participants were first informed about the interview purpose, and informed
consent was obtained for them to be recorded. In order to develop a common understanding
of robotics and to eliminate any bias towards robots appearing in the media, interviewees
were given a brief overview of the use of robotics in various societal applications as
well as in healthcare. This was followed by a guideline-based interview about possible
tasks and areas of application for robotics in the care context as well as the associated
development and design requirements. Since both caregivers and social care workers
with and without robotics experience took part in the study, slightly modified interview
guidelines were issued for both groups. The interviews lasted approx. 60 min (SD = 12 min;
min = 46 min; max = 101 min). For taking part in the online questionnaire and the interview,
participants received 20€ for compensation. In addition to the recording, the main contents
were documented in an interview protocol. The recordings were later used to verify and
complement the protocols.

For study II, participants were informed about the purpose and procedure of the
interview via e-mail. If necessary, any questions that arose were also answered by telephone.
After formal consent, participants received a link for the online interview. This time, Zoom
was used as conference service tool, and no recordings of the interviews were made. First,
a general introduction into the to-be-applied method of sequence analysis and objectives
of this approach was given. Next, ten potential tasks for robotic support in healthcare
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were presented (based on study I, see Figure 7). Out of the ten, the three most important
tasks should be selected for robot deployment. The selected ones were discussed in-depth.
During the interviews, one interviewer and one transcript writer attended. Both had the
opportunity to ask follow-up questions. To support the interviews visually, Miro—an online
collaboration platform—was used. The interviews lasted approx. 60 min (SD = 8 min;
min = 55 min; max = 70 min). Participants were compensated with 15€.

2.4. Addressed Topics of the Semi-Structured Interviews

Four main topics were addressed in study I. As mentioned above, slightly modified
interview guidelines were designed for the two groups of healthcare professionals with
and without robotics experience.

The first set of questions aimed to gain an overview of the daily structure of routine
activities from the respective professional perspective in the inpatient setting. Since this
section also served to open the interview, simple questions were asked, which primarily
had a “warm-up” function [29]. This was intended to allow interviewees to engage with
the topic and create a natural conversational situation.

In the second set of questions, the focus was on those routine tasks in which the
interviewees would appreciate assistance. A distinction was made between activities that
must be performed by a qualified healthcare professional, activities that do not necessarily
require a qualified healthcare professional, and all other everyday activities. First, the
questions were to be answered generally in terms of the desire for assistance. In a second
step, questions were explicitly asked with regard to the possibility of robotic assistance. In
this context, requirements for the design of a robot and its functionalities as well as HRI
were discussed.

The third set of questions focused on exploring essential requirements for the external
and functional design of a robot with respect to the target group of people in need of care.

For the group of participants with a robotic background, a further set of questions was
discussed, which dealt with the respective areas of application of the robot, the experiences
in handling it, as well as the resulting requirements for further development.

At the end of the interview, interviewees were asked if they had missed any important
aspects of the topic that had not been considered in the preparation. This question was
again intended to stimulate the generation of information and increase the openness of the
interview [29].

To further specify the results of study I, a second study was conducted to identify the
most relevant tasks for robotic use (top 3) and to further detail the specific interactions
between robot and healthcare professionals as well as caretakers when performing those
tasks (sequence analyses). For this purpose, the identified task pool from study I was
presented to the interviewees who were asked to select the three most important ones.
Second, concrete interaction sequences for the selected tasks and requirements for the robot
use were elaborated in more detail (again based on previous results of study I). A particular
focus was on concrete interaction channels which the robot should use to engage with
the users.

For better comparability of the interviewees’ answers, most questions in both stud-
ies were asked in identical or similar form to further ensure comparability between all
interviews [29].

2.5. Data Analysis

All study data (including voice recordings) were pseudonymized and treated con-
fidentially. The interviews of study I were evaluated in the form of summary protocols.
To ensure an accurate representation of the interviewees’ responses, the protocols were
reviewed and supplemented with audio material according to the principle of researcher
triangulation. The interviews of study II were documented accordingly. Additionally,
results of the second study were captured graphically by using the online collaboration
platform Miro. Content was developed together with the participants, and changes were
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directly documented in Miro by the interviewer and the transcript writer. In line with
the data minimization principle of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), audio
recordings were not considered necessary for the analyses, as, e.g., no content analysis
according to Mayring was planned. The collection of personal information was, therefore,
limited to the Miro documentation. In this case, however, audio recordings were not
considered necessary as study II was more of an interactive workshop than a traditional
qualitative interview. All interviews were conducted in German. For the report of the
results, they were translated into English.

2.5.1. Content Analysis

For data analysis, we conducted a summary content analysis according to Mayring [30].
In view of the targeted research objective, the analysis included the paraphrasing of content-
relevant text passages in the interviewees’ statements. Based on this, the targeted level
of abstraction was determined, and the paraphrases were generalized under this level.
Subsequently, a first reduction of paraphrases with the same sense was carried out by
means of selection. In a further reduction step, paraphrases were bundled and integrated
at the targeted abstraction level. For the purpose of ensuring data quality, these analysis
steps were carried out by a total of four trained researchers (the research team is introduced
further in the author contribution section). The formation of categories in the context
of paraphrasing, generalization, and reduction involved three iterations with multiple
material reviews. The analysis steps of paraphrasing and generalization were performed
using the qualitative data analysis software Atlas.ti 9. The analysis steps of generalization
and reduction were based on MS Excel 2016. A total of 39 codes were assigned, and
2304 citations were classified as relevant. To determine the degree of agreement between
coders, the inter-rater reliability (IRR) was computed using Krippendorff’s Cu-Alpha (cuα).
The coefficient can take values between 0 (low IRR) and 1 (high IRR). The four researchers
achieved a cuα of 0.726. The results of the summary content analysis were grouped into
basic requirements for implementation and use, system design and automation activities,
and potential application areas.

2.5.2. Sequence Analysis

Based on study I and II (n = 19), sequence models were created to specify interaction
requirements for the tasks that were considered for robot use by healthcare professionals
(e.g., results of the sequence analyses in Figures 8–10). For the creation of sequence models,
four aspects had to be determined [31]: (1) The intent of the sequence had to be formulated.
This serves as a basis to constantly check during the further creation of the sequence,
whether it still serves the actual purpose or whether individual points are not related to
the stated intent. (2) The users involved in the sequence had to be identified. Based on our
data, this meant determining whether the robot performs the action only with healthcare
professionals, only with care recipients, with both, or in combination with a third party
(e.g., relatives or visitors). In Figures 8–10, the users are listed on top of the sequences
with dark green boxes. (3) The single steps of the users’ activities had to be identified
and listed in chronological order (see the light blue boxes in Figures 8–10). A detailed
description of action aims at identifying what needs to be done to achieve the predefined
goal and at which points interactions between the individual users and the robot take
place. To highlight interactions more clearly, we used arrows between the involved users in
the sequence analyses (see the connections with red lines between some boxes in Figures
8–10). Furthermore, we used loops to illustrate which steps are repeated several times in
the same order. In Figures 8 and 9, these loops are realized with orange boxes and arrows.
(4) Finally, triggers were required to clarify who or what starts an action (e.g., pressing
a button or a specific time) and the criteria that determine the successful task fulfilment
based on the intent definition. In Figures 8–10, the triggers are presented with green boxes
and an indication of whether it is a start or end trigger.
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The collected data from study I was used to create the sequence models according to
the four aspects mentioned above. The defined sequence analyses were then presented to
the participants of study II. The participants were asked to select the three most important
application sequences from all the application sequences presented. These were discussed
with the participants in a further step and gradually expanded. Hence, the presented
sequence models are based on a total of 19 interviewed participants.

3. Results

The results of the content and the sequence analyses can be divided into three thematic
areas. In the first part, basic requirements for the implementation and use as well as the
design of HRI are presented. In a second part, we present potential areas of application
with particular tasks for robotic assistance as well as requirements for the level of robot
autonomy. Finally, the third part comprises our results on the design of human–robot
collaboration in three exemplary sequence analyses.

3.1. Prerequisites for Robotic Implementation and Use

This part summarizes the statements that focus on the requirements for the introduc-
tion and use of a robotic system in an inpatient care setting (see Figure 3). A first area
of requirements consists in the importance of specifying the robot’s application profile in
advance with the facility. In this context, the results showed that an early discussion of the
individual expectations of use, the actual possibilities of use, and the possibility of making
one’s own experiences with the potential robotic system are essential prerequisites for the
acceptance and use of robotic systems in care: “[ . . . ] I would appreciate, for example, that
a robot will come to our facility and we can just take a look at it for a day and then say, it
works or it doesn’t work.” (Int-L/nurse).
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In line with this, an early identification of potential barriers to acceptance and use in
the target groups as well as their continuous education regarding the role and tasks of the
robot can be named as a second area of requirements. In this context, four key requirements
for reducing such barriers were identified: (1) The individual prerequisites for using a
robot should be determined at an early stage (both in the group of care recipients and
healthcare professionals): “So you should really check in advance what level of affinity
there is for robotic systems or technology. [ . . . ] For whom is it a pleasure and for whom
is it an imposition?” (Int-J/nurse). (2) Related to this, information and education of the
target groups should be designed as a continuous process in order to be able to reduce
usage and acceptance barriers due to insufficient technology and robotics experience in
the long term. In this context, one respondent stated, “I also have to say that there are
still staff members in our care facility who don’t want to work with it. Or there are also
caregivers who ridicule the idea. And then, of course, it’s always your turn and you have
to explain the advantages of the [robot label] to the employees [ . . . ]” (Int-N/therapist).
(3) In view of the target group of care recipients, a familiarization phase should be provided
in which the robot accompanies a healthcare professional in the daily routine similar to a
trainee or new employee: “If the robot, like a trainee or like someone who is to be trained,
would accompany you in the course or daily routine, the familiarization would succeed
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relatively well. But putting the robot into the running routine, I think, would be difficult.”
(Int-C/nursing assistant). (4) Finally, the group of interviewees with robotics experience in
particular emphasized that the staff should be involved in the development and design of
the functions and contents. This is of particular importance because current systems are
often only rudimentarily adapted to specific user requirements, and these can vary across
facilities. In this context, the results show that a long-term participatory development
approach comprises great advantages for the further development as well as the successful
use of the systems: “In the beginning we got [robot label] raw, now we have a book of
requests of what we imagine how to make it even better, in terms of software improvements.
So now it’s more according to our wishes or the wishes of the guests.” (Int-Q/nurse).

3.2. Areas of Application and Ethical Considerations
3.2.1. Potential Areas of Application and Collaboration Requirements

We identified 9 potential areas of application with an overall of 25 associated subtasks
(see Figure 4), which will be explained in more detail in the following.
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The application area of body care summarizes tasks in which the robot can support
basic care activities in the inpatient setting. On the one hand, the interviewees named
tasks for maintaining personal hygiene (e.g., washing/showering immobile patients with
robot support as some sort of lift). On the other hand, tasks in supporting incontinence
management were mentioned, such as changing incontinence material, emptying catheters,
or helping to balance excretory function. The interviewees rated robotic assistance in
washing/showering intimate body areas and in dressing and undressing patients as a
concern: “For the patient, (...) it is a no-go if [the robot] (...) [has to] wash a patient against
his will, for example, because that is simply a very intimate (...) and (...) vulnerable area
that must not be replaced by robotics.” (Int-J/nurse).

The area of documentation and administration summarizes activities for the robot,
which relate to the administrative tasks in everyday care. One respondent stated, “Such a
robot that answers the phone would of course also be something nice. (...) It would simply
give people the feeling that it is now there and that it is recording all their complaints
and aches and pains and that someone will definitely get back to them.” (Int-D/nurse).
They also mentioned (nursing) activities such as sorting and filling files and helping with
bookkeeping. There was also a desire for the robot to assist with updating the patient
database and documenting care planning (e.g., helpful for when a new patient is transferred
to the service or is admitted for the first time). The interviewees emphasized that the robot
should receive an introduction before taking over these activities.
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The application area emergency care summarizes tasks in which the interviewees
would like support in emergencies or in the event of acute complaints by the care recipients.
This applies, for example, for tasks in which the robot immediately forwards the alarm
signal to the healthcare professionals in the event of an emergency. In order to fulfill these
tasks, the robot should be able to assess the degree of danger/emergency, on the one hand,
and to define an appropriate response in advance, on the other. For this reason, the inter-
viewees exclude robotic assistance for tasks in which dangerous situations/emergencies
are not detectable, such as aspiration/collapse.

Another application area of activity is medical care. Mostly, tasks in connection
with the medication itself were described. The desired assistance by the robot in this
task includes both the reminder and control of the medication intake, the sorting and
distribution of medications as well as the documentation of medications: “For example
distributing tablets, bringing tablets to the client, and reminding the client that the tablet
must now be taken with a sip of water (...). In that area it would also be a great relief. In
time management, it’s madness.” (Int-K/nurse). In addition, interviewees expressed that
the robot could assist in changing medical supplies (e.g., wound materials, compression
stockings). By contrast, the injection of insulin was rejected.

The application area of nutrition summarizes tasks in which healthcare professionals
may need support in the preparation, provision, and distribution of food and liquids
(e.g., meal/drink reminder, accompaniment during food intake, motivation to eat). One
interviewee stated, “So especially when the housekeeper prepares food, breakfast, etc.
and the robot can bring the food adequately to the places where the clients are, (...).” (Int-
K/nurse). Moreover, tasks were named in which a healthcare professional may require
additional help, as there are care recipients who need special support. These include
assistance, reminding and control with food intake as well as the provision of tube feedings.
Reservations existed in particular with regard to the assistance of motivation to eat in the
case of people with cognitive impairments and palliative care recipients.

Another area is patient monitoring. It summarizes tasks for the robot, which relate to
the process of recording, monitoring, and transferring vital data of care recipients. Exam-
ples are assistance in measuring blood pressure, blood oxygen, blood glucose, and body
temperature as well as recording sleep duration and sleep quality. This can simultaneously
relieve the burden on caregivers during rounds: “Sometimes the rounds are so long that
they tie up a specialist (...) and it would be nice if robotics could support this so that the
nurse is not tied up for so long.” (Int-J/nurse). Additionally, the interviewees expressed
the wish to check other important parameters such as pressure sores, drinking behavior,
and well-being of the care recipients. When recording and processing personal vital signs,
interviewees always felt it was relevant to consider data protection. In addition, it was
conceivable to the interviewees that the robot would compare the measured vital data with
reference values and alert the caregivers if the tolerance ranges were exceeded. Forwarding
this data to a hospital information system was also conceivable.

Service activities are activities that describe the support of a robot with tasks that
are not relevant to nursing but are time-consuming. The interviewees mainly mentioned
housekeeping tasks, such as tidying up (patient) rooms, putting the dishwasher in and
taking it out, washing and sorting (bed) linen, cleaning and disinfecting surfaces or switch-
ing the light/TV on and off. The interviewees could also imagine tasks of night rounds
(e.g., providing day clothes for people in need of care). Furthermore, the interviewees
mentioned reminder functions such as remembering birthdays or wearing the protective
mask. In addition, it was conceivable for the interviewees that the robot could take over
tasks that arise from the individual request by the residents ringing the bell (tasks in the
residents’ room, e.g., light on/off, TV on/off, picking up something from the floor): “For
nervous reasons, I think it would be good if, for example, the patients [sometimes just]
rang the bell because they couldn’t reach the remote control (...) that [the robot] checks
beforehand what the problem is, why the patient is ringing or you could also send it so
that it could say: “Just a moment, we’ll be right there”. That would make things a lot easier.
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Yes, if it can take pictures of what the patient in room X needs, (...) if you have information
in advance and can work calmly on the patient who has an emergency.” (Int-H/nursing
assistant). Ringing the bell is further detailed in Figure 9 as “calling system”. Moreover,
helping with trips/errands outside the home (e.g., to the doctor, to external care providers,
or as a shopping companion) could also be imagined as a task for the robot. In addition,
service activities with external persons were also mentioned, for example, greeting and
then escorting visitors at the entrance gate. Furthermore, support in contacting relatives
via a video conferencing system was mentioned.

The application area of social care describes tasks of robot support for care-relevant
activities. In this field of activity, the interviewees not only wanted robot support in acti-
vating residents but also in promoting communication among residents. With regard to
activation, they mentioned, for example, the use in different care concepts (group occu-
pation, individual occupation, care of dementia patients). With regard to communication,
the interviewees expressed tasks that are related to the content design of the care concepts
and contribute to the promotion of interaction (e.g., occupation through music or games,
physical or cognitive activation). In general, the interviewees wished for the possibility of
implementing individual care times for the residents and varied content.

The last application area, mobilization and transport, involves requirements for the
robot, which includes tasks for mobilization of patients and transport of objects (e.g., care
materials, wound care). Interviewees expressed a desire for robotic assistance in getting
up, repositioning, or walking (mobilization) the patient: “Maybe when dressing, when
walking, when the residents just need someone to hold on to.” (Int-T/nurse). According to
the interviewees, attaching straps, pulleys, and arms to the robot would provide additional
assistance with mobilization. However, when performing these tasks, a caregiver should
always supervise the robot’s assistance. Furthermore, interviewees mentioned help with
material transport, e.g., clothing or hygiene materials for wound care, bandages, etc.
(transfer): “I now imagine (...) I transported everything into the room together with the
robot, which carried everything. Then, that you sort the things, because I think the first
robots won’t be able to see what’s what when you have the (...) in front of you so that they
always hand you everything, so that you don’t always have to search for everything. That
would be quite cool.” (Int-S/nurse).

3.2.2. Ethical Considerations towards the Automation of Care Activities

Although the use of robots in long-term care was highly advocated and considered
a potential relief, there were also some reservations about the automation of care inter-
ventions, i.e., the translation of work processes into robot actions that can be performed
independently by the respective system without human intervention. On the one hand,
several interviewees could imagine a higher level of autonomy for a robot, particularly in
pick-up and drop-off services; placing medications; reminding patients of appointments,
events, or even eating and drinking; and performing entertainment. On the other hand,
there were concerns regarding care interventions characterized by direct physical and
emotional interaction with the care recipients. These concerns related to the technical
capabilities of a robot to adequately manage the complexity of the care activities as well
as the individual needs of the care recipients (see Figure 5). An essential prerequisite in
this regard is the adequate detection of the health and emotional state of the care recipient
as well as the interventions derived from this. It was difficult for the interviewees to
imagine how the various human perceptional skills—which are an essential prerequisite
for adequate patient monitoring—could be technically implemented and how a system
could be trained to respond for the varied needs and care demands of each patient. In
addition to complexity and variability, ensuring patient safety within care interventions
was another requirement. Concerns here related in particular to the early detection of
hazardous situations and the initiation of necessary measures: “The problems I see are
when there is a risk of falling. That a robot might not recognize early enough how it should
react to avoid a fall.” (Int-T/nurse).
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Besides technical issues, ethical concerns were also identified in relation to the au-
tomation of care activities (see Figure 5). In this regard, interpersonal care activities with
physical contact are of particular importance, since the care recipients experience human
attention, touch, and physical closeness, which represent essential emotional needs. Over-
all, the use of robots should not lead to a reduction in direct interpersonal contact between
healthcare professionals and care recipients in order to be able to both perceive and satisfy
emotional needs: “Because the residents need this emotional support and always need little
encouraging words. That is very important, or to express feelings. To express emotional
needs. That must not be lost through the use of robots.” (Int-T/nurse).

Finally, concerns were expressed about a predominantly technical mediation of pa-
tients’ state of health and the associated effects on healthcare professionals’ competence
development and duty of care. Thus, healthcare professionals achieve a holistic impres-
sion of the patients’ state of health within the work of interpersonal relationships. At the
same time, this relationship provides the framework for continuous development of the
necessary skills for professional perception and evaluation of health status and care needs.
A reduction of direct interpersonal contact as well as the operationalization and quantifi-
cation of user characteristics was considered a possible limitation for the development
and maintenance of those skills: “I think there’s a danger of focusing too much on these
technologies and losing the interpersonal aspect. Because this interpersonal aspect also
has to do with the fact that I, as a human being, observe my counterpart and also perceive
certain things. If I drop that exorbitantly because I only talk to electronic devices, then I’m
no longer in a position to evaluate the situation, because I unlearn that.” (Int-D/nurse).

3.3. Requirements for Human-Robot Interaction and Collaboration in Selected Scenarios
3.3.1. General Requirements for the Design of HRI

In this section, we present our findings on the design requirements for HRI from the
perspective of health professionals (see Figure 6). A first set of requirements refers to the
external design and appearance of a robot. In the context of promoting acceptance and use,
a robot should have a friendly and not frightening appearance. A human-like, infantile
design was also evaluated positively, as this can contribute to the promotion of acceptance
in the target group of residents (especially according to the view of the interviewees with
robotics experience): “I do think that the inhibition level decreases when it’s a little bit
human.” (Int-Q/nurse). Another design requirement concerns the surface. For the purpose
of direct physical contact between robots and humans (e.g., for mobilization), the surface
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should be skin-friendly, provide a certain degree of flexibility and be suitable to be warmed
up to body temperature. It was emphasized that, especially in the context of mobilization
of physically impaired care recipients, technical assistance systems can cause a negative
self-perception. An essential requirement would, therefore, be to reduce the machine-like
character of the robot through the design in order to promote a positive perception of the
physical contact between the robot and the care recipient: “Maybe it should also not be
rigid, that it really feels like being lifted by an arm. That it is not something rigid, where
the patient has the feeling that it is a machine that is doing it.” (Int-J/nurse).
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Various requirements can be summarized in the dimension of interactive capabilities
for an assistive robot for inpatient care. Great agreement was found in the desire for verbal
communication between humans and robots. Important requirements were reliable speech
and intention recognition, human voice timbre, and the possibility of longer dialogues
between robot and user: “It’s always a dialogue of two responses. [ . . . ] And that’s where
we would like it to go on. That the dialogues could be longer, that you get four or five
sentences as answers.” (Int-M/social worker). In addition, the robot should exhibit a polite
etiquette in communicating with all user groups involved. Attributes of this etiquette were
described as “friendly and humorous” and “expressing its support character”.

Further requirements in connection with the design of the HRI can be divided ac-
cording to the target groups of the healthcare professionals and the care recipients. A
crucial issue of the group of healthcare professionals was that the responsibility for care
activities should remain with them and that this should be considered in the design of the
HRI. For example, the opportunities to delegate tasks should be limited in advance, and
warnings should be issued by the robotic system if the duty of care for activities is violated
by the delegation of a task: “That the robot has some kind of warning function: “That’s not
possible””. In addition, during instruction, it should be made very clear that the robot is
just a support system and not a substitute for human and responsible action.” (Int-J/nurse).
In addition, measures should be taken that should allow caregivers to have insight into
autonomous activities of a robot at any time.

Requirements for the design of the HRI towards the group of patients consisted, in
particular, in a friendly, polite, and personalized interaction. A robot should be able to
identify the patients and address them by name. Furthermore, the robot should be able to
provide support and information appropriate to the patient’s daily routine and individual
needs. In this regard, one of the interviewees stated that he had the same expectations of a
robot as of an employee: “I would almost say the same expectations as for an employee.
They have to be empathetic, they shouldn’t be rude in their interactions, and they have to
respond to the clients’ feelings and needs.” (Int-K/nurse). Finally, another requirement
was the general opportunity to terminate the interaction with the robot at any time.

3.3.2. Requirements for Human Robot Collaboration in Selected Scenarios

The most frequently mentioned tasks for robotic support in study I (see Figure 7) were
used as a task pool for participants in study II in the form of sequence analyses. Out of these
ten tasks, the following three were selected as most important by interviewees of study II:
Reminder, calling system, and mobilization of patients. These were further detailed and
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analyzed to highlight specific interaction requirements when collaborating with caregivers
and patients.
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Robots should remind people about upcoming events or tasks. This reminder function
(see Figure 8) should include care recipient-related (e.g., drinking reminders, reminders for
doctor visits, or when to take the medicines) and healthcare professional-related events (e.g.,
pharmacies orders, appointments, or special medication dispensing). A repeated reminder
was perceived as positive because often information gets lost in the stressful daily routine. A
function to acknowledge the reminder when the according task is done was therefore felt to
be useful. This function was only desired for the healthcare professional-related reminders
and is, therefore, only located on the left column in Figure 8. With regard to requirements
for the concrete input and output of such reminders, i.e., how should the appointments
be entered into the robot and how should the reminders be displayed or expressed to
the respective interaction partner, interviewees stated that a reminder is only helpful if it
does not cost additional time or resources. For that reason, it was desired that the robot
should retrieve the appointments and reminders directly from the existing electronic data
processing system (EDP system). The robot should, therefore, not operate separately from
existing systems but be integrated into the existing infrastructure. Reminders that arise at
short notice or are not retrievable from the existing system (e.g., visit of a patient’s daughter
in the afternoon) should either be selectable via presets or implemented via voice input.
One important aspect was that the creation of additional reminders can only be done by
healthcare professionals. For this reason, an additional interaction between the healthcare
professional and the robot is added in Figure 8 before the sequence begins with the start
trigger. With regard to the output, the content of the reminder was of major importance. In
general, a visual representation was desired. This could be done on the robot or projected
from the robot onto the wall. Additional end devices to which the reminders are sent were
also conceivable. In the case of relevant reminders, an additional acoustic signal or a voice
output should be integrated to reflect the higher relevance. However, data protection must
be maintained in the case of sensitive information. In the patient’s room or in the presence
of other persons who are not authorized to receive the information, the acoustic output
should be disengaged. Face recognition is seen as a prerequisite for such personalized
reminder outputs, which was deemed acceptable by the interviewees for this purpose.
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The calling system is an elementary component in retirement and nursing homes.
Residents can ring a bell to call a healthcare professional when they have a wish or an
emergency. The detailed sequence for the calling system is illustrated in Figure 9. One
important aspect by the integration of the robot is the coupling of the robot with the existing
calling system as differentiating between different buttons would be too difficult for many
care recipients. When receiving a call, healthcare professionals can send the robot to check
what the call is about. In this case, the healthcare professional is interposed between trigger
(patient) and executor (robot). The chronological order of the interaction sequences in
Figure 9 highlights the role of the healthcare professional. Optionally, the robot could make
rounds at predefined times to take requests or check on patients. In this way, attention
would also be paid to people who forget to use the calling system (e.g., because of dementia)
or people who are physically limited. During the concrete interaction between robot and
patients, all interviewees agreed that a combination of spoken and visual support is desired.
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A visual support of verbal communication is intended to lead to a better understanding
and both hearing and visually impaired patients should easily interact with the robot. To
pass information to the caregivers, a video call was perceived as a feasible option. However,
feedback to the healthcare professionals was also desired when the task was carried out
independently by the robot. For this, a text message, for example, would be sufficient.
Regardless of the (non-) successful execution, it is important that the healthcare professional
remains informed about the current status.
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For mobilization of patients, two specific tasks were considered and discussed. One
task for the robot was to transfer a patient from the bed to the wheelchair. The other
was to transfer the patient from one place to another. Only the first example is illus-
trated in Figure 10. For both scenarios, we were at first interested in how these tasks are
launched/started. Interviewees indicated that this depends on the presence or absence
of a healthcare professional. If the robot and a caregiver are in the same room, a voice
command is preferred; otherwise, calling the robot via tablet or a similar device is favored.
However, commanding the robot can only be done by the healthcare professional. Since
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in mobilizing patients the robot is physically very close to the patients (e.g., robot sits the
patient up or a patient leaning on the robot while walking), trust in the robot must first be
established. In addition to an initial introduction in cooperation with the caregivers, verbal
communication during the tasks is considered to promote trust. When transferring patients
from bed to wheelchair, the caregivers stated a need to be present at all times to ensure
patient safety (see Figure 10). In terms of accompanying patients, emergency situations,
such as patient falls, were often addressed, as the caregivers would not be directly involved
in these situations. In such situations, the robot should make a direct call to the caregivers
and request help. Text messages in emergency situations are clearly rejected as they need a
higher visibility.
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Figure 10. Sequence model of mobilization of patients. Figure 10 summarizes the results of the survey
of healthcare professionals on their individual perceptions of the process of mobilization of a patient
with robotic assistance. The illustration indicates that the process of mobilization by a robot involves
specific abilities on the part of the patient in order to support the transfer. In this context, the authors
emphasize that the characteristics of the robot as well as the mobilization procedure must be checked
for patients with significant limitations in their motor abilities.
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4. Discussion

The results of the present studies clearly demonstrate that care robots are perceived as
a potential relief and support for various tasks in everyday care provision. At the same
time, however, it also becomes evident that a number of efforts still need to be made, which
we discuss in the following.

4.1. Co-Creation Process as Necessary Prerequisite

The results of our study illustrate that healthcare professionals do not see themselves
merely as potential users of robotic assistance systems but want to play an active role
in developing them. In this respect, early involvement already in the definition of the
application profile is highlighted as an essential prerequisite for a successful development
and introduction of robots. This finding is consistent with previous research in the field
of co-design approaches highlighting the need to involve potential user groups already
in the problem definition stage to determine requirements for the robot’s role and agency
as well as the associated technical and functional capabilities in the context of healthcare
intervention [12]. Furthermore, another key finding is that the integration of a robot into
everyday care should be planned as a long-term process, in the context of which resistance
in the addressed user groups must be countered by appropriate education and participation
formats. In line with previous studies, our results emphasize the importance of hands-on
experience in promoting the acceptance and use of robots. For example, Melkas et al. [32]
highlight, in their study on the impact of the introduction of the Zora care robot on the
user groups of the elderly and caregivers, that the opportunity for self-experience with
the robot as well as the positive reactions of care recipients promoted positive attitudes
and motivation to learn the system. Empowering caregivers to successfully use robots also
relates to their central role as intermediaries between care recipients and their families,
on the one hand, and healthcare providers and services, on the other. Given the growing
importance of assistive technologies such as robots in care work, it can be assumed that
activities such as advising, setting up, and teaching assistive technologies will become
a central part of caregivers’ daily work. Against this background, Sharts-Hopko [33]
points to the need to adapt the current curricula for nursing education more closely to
technical concepts.

4.2. Key Factors for Potential Areas of Application and the Level of Automation

A second challenge consists in the identification of potential areas of application as
well as the organization of the human–robot collaboration related to them. In principle,
participants in the current study were able to imagine a wide range of possible areas of
application in everyday care. We identified 9 potential application areas with a total of
25 subordinate tasks. These were in line with previous studies, implying that there are no
substantial blind spots in the current state of research [21,22,24,34–36]. The nine application
areas comprised body care, documentation and administration, emergency care, medical
care, nutrition, patient monitoring, service activities, social care, and mobilization and
transportation. Moreover, our results showed that a higher degree of automation was
preferred especially for activities in logistics, administration, and navigation, which are
perceived as physically and mentally demanding in everyday work. At the same time,
however, we found that there was a restriction to the automation in tasks that require
a high level of professional supervision for patient safety and that are characterized by
interpersonal physical and emotional relationship. This finding is consistent with previous
studies in which professional caregivers rejected the use of autonomous robots in the context
of personal care, toileting, dressing, feeding, meeting emotional needs, as well as care in
emergency situations or palliative care [16,21,22,24,34,36]. Against this background, three
important factors must be considered when determining the potential areas of application
for assistive robotics as well as the associated level of automation of care interventions.

First, the high demands on the technical capabilities of autonomous robots to reliably
detect, interpret, and respond to care-relevant events. This includes mechanisms for
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capturing and transmitting health-related data to the systems necessary for the needs-
oriented care of a patient. It also includes measures for personalized use of assistive robotics
to promote user experience and acceptance. For example, Fiorini et al. [37] identified
several technical and functional requirements regarding a robot’s movement, manipulation,
perception, decision autonomy, and interaction capabilities. Thus, robots should have the
necessary technical capabilities to perceive and plan their behavior in unstructured and
dynamic environments so that they can act safely and reliably. Another requirement is a
personalized and needs-based approach to robot behavior, which should be based on a
user’s individual, health, and cultural characteristics. Such a personalized and needs-based
approach requires the integration of different types and sources of data, including sensors
on the robot, physiological sensors on the user, a priori and personalized knowledge as a
result of a learning system, and clinical data from the end user. Finally, such a personalized
and needs-based approach picks up the user in his or her everyday state of mind and
enables a robust and pleasant interaction based on intelligent actuators and a multimodal
user interface.

A second critical factor covers healthcare professionals’ concerns about the technical
substitution of interpersonal relations, which is an essential prerequisite for the promotion
and evaluation of individual care goals and the satisfaction of basic emotional needs. This
aspect was particularly emphasized by the results of the presented sequence analyses.
According to the preferred application scenarios, the focus of human–robot collaboration
was primarily on informational support but not on emotional or intimate physical care.
Especially, the emotional support of the patient is very important for the caregiver and
should, therefore, not be replaced by the robot. Concerns about automating interpersonal
relational work are also highlighted by Parviainen et al. [22] with regard to touch-based
care. Based on a survey with 3800 professional caregivers, they concluded that the use
of autonomous robots is rejected by the majority for touch-based care activities and, in
contrast, is preferred primarily for tasks without physical contact. As requirements for the
technical conception and design of human–robot collaboration, special attention should,
therefore, be paid to the promotion and support of interpersonal relational work. In this
context, Parviainen et al. [22], for example, propose a triadic approach of human–robot–
human interaction that considers the reciprocity of care activities in technical mediation.
Furthermore, capabilities for different levels of remote control or teleoperation should be
considered with respect to the specific intervention [12].

Finally, a third factor exists with regard to the respondents’ work identity. The focus
here is on the responsibility for the care process as well as the qualification required
for this. In this context, the results of both of our studies illustrate that the caregiver is
attributed a central role in the initiation and supervision of tasks that were considered
suitable for robotic assistance. This allocation of responsibilities values the caregiver as a
supervisory instance, who is still responsible and decides on task fulfillment. In addition,
this role distribution ensures a transparent process and, therefore, supports caregivers’
situation awareness regarding the entire care process. Keeping caregivers in the loop
is, therefore, a key aspect when integrating robots into the daily care routine. These
findings are in line with the results of Olatunji et al. [38], who also recommend a permanent
involvement of caregivers independent of the robot’s level of automation. Taking these
three factors together, it can be concluded that the challenge of potential applications for
robotics is that central professional values of care are not yet sufficiently considered in
the conceptualization and design of assistive robotics as well as the related models of
human–robot collaboration [12,14].

4.3. Key Factors for HRI and Design Guidelines from the Current Study

In application domains that include multiple target groups, different requirements
for the implementation of HRI arise for the various user groups. In this respect, there
are different requirements for the provision and exchange of information as well as for
specific robot qualities. Pigini et al. [36] solved this challenge by providing specific user
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interfaces for each user group involved—the elderly, their relatives, and caregivers. Derived
from the sequence analyses, it is shown that most application areas primarily involve a
triadic relationship between a robot, a caregiver, and the patient. Therefore, in contrast to
Pigini et al. [36], our target group-oriented design for a successful HRI focuses mainly on
caregivers and the elderly. A more detailed examination of the specific interaction scenarios
through sequence models revealed, furthermore, three key factors that are required in
particular for a successful execution of interactions with the robot.

The first central factor was the integration of the robot into existing information and
data systems so that no additional burden is created for caregivers by the need for manual
data transfer. In addition to the identified systems, such as the EDP system or the calling
system, Christoforou [39] pointed out that key integration examples include hospitals’
enterprise resource planning (ERP) and electronic health records (EHR). In view of the high
workload in care facilities and the already known barriers to acceptance and use due to
complex technical integration, special attention should be paid to simple implementation
and integration solutions.

A second key factor for the successful and easy completion of interaction tasks with
the robot was the communication mode. In line with previous studies and the current state
of the art, a voice communication mode is required from the robot [40,41]. Previous studies
have already examined different factors of voice communication (e.g., voice gender and
voice style effects, [42]; or voice accent effect, [43]). Our results provide further insights
into the division of in- and output requirements for the communication mode. With regard
to the communication input, voice control was considered to be the easiest input format for
both caregivers and patients to operate the robot. For this purpose, central requirements
consist of reliable speech and intention recognition. With regard to communication output,
our results show a preference for a multimodal user interface combining acoustic (speech
output is preferred, but sound is also conceivable) with visual elements. A detailed
examination of communication channels can already be found in existing taxonomies
for HRI classifications [44], which underline the need for a more specific consideration.
Especially for the group of care recipients, the design of HRI has to consider age- and
disease-related changes in physical (e.g., tactile) and communicative (vision, speech and
hearing) abilities. Therefore, further adjustments must still be made with speech-based
communication modes (e.g., louder for hearing impaired). In line with that, Pineau et al. [45]
reported that a key challenge in the development of their robotic system was to meet the
demands on the technology with respect to the varying gait patterns, vocalizations, and
hearing abilities of the target elderly population. Beyond that, further requirements with
regard to the interactive capabilities of a robot were found. Robotic systems should have
both polite and supportive etiquette and personalized and demand-oriented interaction in
their communicative behavior [46,47]. Additionally, our results show that for a long-term
engagement of the user, a higher flexibility and versatility in communicative capabilities
is required.

The last key factor refers to the appearance of a robot. The appearance is used as a
central stimulus to guide social attribution processes as well as the associated behavioral
expectations of users regarding the interactive capabilities of a robot [48]. The overall goal
is to make the interaction more familiar and robust and, thus, to promote effectiveness
and safety in HRI [49]. In our study, an anthropomorphic design was found to promote
acceptance—especially for the target group of care recipients. The tendency for anthropo-
morphic design features is consistent with previous findings [50,51]. In particular, within
the field of social robotics, the use of anthropomorphic features has been established as
a guiding principle [52]. By implying anthropomorphic features onto the robot, social
interaction schemes can seamlessly be applied and become more familiar [53]. Similar to
the preferred mode of communication, the results regarding the appearance of the robot
further replicate a previous study in which we investigated the preferred robot design
in a healthcare context [41]. This study revealed a preference for an anthropomorphic
appearance of the robot, too. Nevertheless, the degree of anthropomorphic design should
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be evaluated at an early stage to avoid false expectations on the robots’ capabilities as well
as negative effects on the users’ acceptance [44,54,55]. In relation to the appearance, it
was additionally found that the material characteristics of the surface design also require
special attention in interventions with physical contact. Regarding the size of the robots,
no concrete deductions could be derived based on our results. The size was primarily
task-specific (e.g., larger robots for patient transport). The negligible influence of the size is
again in line with previous results and, therefore, seems to represent a valid insight [41].

Overall, these requirements imply an in-depth analysis when designing a robot and
interactional qualities for HRI in the healthcare domain. To deduce concrete design guide-
lines based on results of this study, we structure and apply findings to the taxonomy for
HRI proposed by Onnasch and Roesler [44]. The taxonomy provides a comprehensible
framework and considers three hierarchical aspects of HRI: (1) the interactional context; (2)
the robotic qualities including task specifications, targeted level of autonomy, and robot
morphology; as well as (3) the team classification referring to the team composition (e.g., is
it a dyadic or triadic interaction?), the respective roles in the interaction (e.g., the human as
supervisor of the robot or as collaborator), communication channels, as well as temporal
and physical proximity requirements between human and robot [44] (see Figure 11).
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The interactional context is determined by our application domain in the healthcare
sector. The identified healthcare tasks for potential robot assistance are imbedded in ther-
apeutic, service, and entertainment settings. This implies that such robots need to have
social (e.g., motivational) as well as functional properties (e.g., a gripper to manipulate or
pick up objects). The requirements for robotic qualities can further be derived from the
characteristics of the task a robot should perform. In particular, we identified three tasks
that were considered as most appropriate for a robot. These were a reminder function, the
integration of a robot into the calling system, and the mobilization of care recipients. With
regard to the HRI taxonomy classification, these tasks represent aspects of information
exchange (reminder and calling system) and manipulation (mobilization). In terms of
requirements, this task combination reflects the categorization of application domain that
includes social as well as functional tasks and again underlines the challenge for healthcare
robots to combine an easy, approachable appearance and interface for social interaction
while at the same time having acceptable payloads to manipulate or transport objects or
even humans. An alternative to solve the at-first-sight-incompatible requirements could
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be the decision for specialized or modular robots. Moreover, the robotic qualities derived
from the interviews underline the need for high robot autonomy concerning information
acquisition, information analysis, decision-making, as well as action implementation. Al-
though caregivers emphasize that in most tasks a robot is thought as an assistance tool (e.g.,
in mobilizing care recipients) which supports caregivers in task fulfillment, the subtasks
that would be resumed by the robot still require a high autonomy level as they include
complex sensing, computational, and executive functions. For example, when lifting a
care recipient from bed to wheelchair, a robot would have to sense the care recipient’s
position and weight, the position of the wheelchair, the height difference between bed and
wheelchair, and the probability of unforeseen movements of the care recipient to adapt its
movements and accomplish the task. A high level of autonomy is also required for tasks
such as a reminder or calling system as these include the autonomous navigation through
the facility and the identification of caregivers and care recipients.

With regard to the team classification, our results of the sequence analyses suggest a
mostly triadic interaction between a caregiver, a robot, and a patient in which caregivers
primarily act as supervisors (e.g., when calling the robot) or operators of the robot (e.g., in
teleoperation mode) and patients as collaborators (e.g., in mobilization tasks) or supervisors.
These role allocations clearly imply a hierarchical relation between humans and robots with
the robot always on the lower level. This positively addresses caregivers’ concerns about a
technical substitution and further values and promotes a positive work identity as well as
care recipients’ self-determination. With regard to the communication channels, caregivers
preferred a natural verbal communication supported by text input or visual output. This
implies a certain degree of complexity of communicational scripts. Natural dialogues
would imply a reciprocity and adaptivity in communication protocols [56] which is often
challenging and beyond technical feasibility in terms of unstructured environments and dif-
ferent target groups with specific requirements. A hands-on solution to this problem might
be provided by the robot’s morphology. Caregivers tended to prefer an anthropomorphic
and infantile appearance of a robot. First of all, this matches the hierarchical role of humans
when interacting with the technical system, and second, this might also lower expectations
with regard to communicational skills. However, an infantile anthropomorphic robot ap-
pearance might be difficult to realize in a robot with a high payload which requires a certain
height, too. Moreover, an infantile appearance might induce non-intended consequences
such as a reluctance to hand over certain tasks to the robot (e.g., dull, dirty, or dangerous
tasks [57]). Another possibility, probably even more appropriate, could be a zoomorphic
robot design which triggers interaction scripts more related to pets. In consequence, com-
munication could be more unidirectional without violating caregivers’ and care recipients’
expectations. Additionally, infantile anthropomorphic as well as zoomorphic robot designs
evoke the so-called psychological caregiver effect [58,59] which describes the perception of
being responsible for the robot and increases empathy and acceptance [60]. With regard
to proximity, study insights clearly point to a close physical proximity with haptic contact
(touching) which underlines the need of a disinfectable and, at the same time, pleasing
surface (e.g., smooth, having human body temperature).

These guidelines with respect to the design of healthcare robots and interactional
requirements represent a comprehensive first step which is based on insights of the current
study and, also, in line with previous research and theories of HRI [53]. To further validate
findings and answer the question of transferability from theory to application, future
research needs to implement such guidelines into actual robot designs to create embodied
testable prototypes.

4.4. Limitations

The generalizability of the study results is subject to several limitations, which will be
discussed in the following. One such limitation relates to the sample size and character-
istics. Although we considered explicitly including caregivers with and without robotics
experience as part of the deliberate case selection process, the results should be considered
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indicative for future studies because of the small group sizes. For the construction of
the sequence analysis in study II, data from all 19 participants were included. Although
three participants can be considered sufficient for an in-depth analysis of single, relatively
concrete aspects, larger samples should be targeted with respect to the addressed user
groups as well as for the development of specific models of human–robot collaboration.
Furthermore, our sample consisted mainly of female participants. Only four men could
be acquired for the study. However, this reflects approximately the gender distribution in
the healthcare sector globally, where women represent approximately 90% of the nursing
workforce [1]. Finally, with regard to the sample, it must also be noted that the healthcare
professionals in our study work in the field of inpatient care for the elderly. In this respect,
our results reflect a specific perspective on the care process of older people and may differ
from experiences in the care of other target groups (such as in the field of pediatric care). A
further limitation concerns the type of robotic systems with which the interviewees had
previous experience. In the majority of cases, these are related to the socially interactive
robot Pepper, which was used for the purpose of activating, orienting, and entertaining care
recipients. In this respect, it cannot be excluded that the mental model of a robot in care is
strongly co-constructed by these previous experiences. Finally, a last limitation concerns
the selected research method using the guideline-based video interview. Although this
methodological approach allowed us a high degree of flexibility with regard to the job
involvements of the interviewees and was also necessary because of the existing health
protection constraints due to the COVID-19 pandemic, there are general limitations of
guided interviews. It might be difficult for the interviewees to put their experiences and
knowledge into words. Overall, it must be stated that our findings are, however, consis-
tent with previous research and, moreover, provide important suggestions for successful
implementation in care settings.

5. Conclusions

This work aims to contribute to a stronger consideration of the perspective of pro-
fessional caregivers as one of the central user groups of robotics in care. Based on a
qualitative research approach with semi-structured interviews, three main research topics
were addressed in two consecutive studies: (1) prerequisites for implementation and use,
(2) potential application areas for robotics in general as well as ethical considerations,
and, finally, (3) basic requirements for HRI. Our results illustrate that robot assistance
is expected to provide potential relief in a wide range of application areas. At the same
time, however, there are reservations about the automation of care activities that require
high levels of professional supervision for patient safety and that are characterized by
an interpersonal, physical, and emotional relationship. In addition to the high technical
requirements for reliable identification, interpretation, and reaction to care-relevant events,
basic professional values as specific standards for action as well as the work identity of the
caregivers play a crucial role. Two central implications can be derived from this for the use
of robots. First, the technical capabilities and the question of agency of robotic solutions
must be increasingly oriented to the specific problems and goals of the care process. Second,
human–robot collaboration must promote the caregiver’s responsibility and situational
awareness for the care recipient throughout the entire care process. Another challenge
consists in the design of the HRI. Basically, it has to be considered that different user groups
with heterogeneous needs and roles are involved in care-related intervention. While speech
control was found to be the most intuitive form of operation across all user groups, there
are significant differences, for example, with regard to the type of user feedback and the
level of access to functions. Further requirements also concern the interactive capabilities
and the appearance of the robot, both of which play a decisive role for the expectation
management of the user groups with respect to the role and capabilities of the robot but
also for their self-perception.

In summary, it can be stated that for a successful introduction and long-term use of
assistive robotics in care, a generic development approach is imperative. This should not
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only apply to an episodic involvement of the user group of caregivers in various phases
of the development process, but also to a consistent involvement as early as the problem
definition stage. To enable caregivers in making informed decisions about specific needs
and requirements for the use of robots, more comprehensive orientation programs must be
created. These should raise awareness of the practical relevance of robotic solutions, offer
practical experience, and provide the opportunity to develop the necessary competencies.
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